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Editorial
Cell Chemical Biology: Home of Exciting Chemical
Biology
For a long time, researchers doing biology in a chemistry lab, or those doing chemistry in a biology lab, or doing both simultaneously,

did not have a journal dedicated to supporting their kind of science, the one done at the interface of chemistry and biology. All of this

changed whenChemistry & Biologywas launched in 1994 as the first journal to focus on publishing work done in all areas at the inter-

face of chemistry and biology and on promoting the new way of thinking about biology that started to emerge from these efforts. The

next two decades saw an incredible increase in interest and prominence of these efforts and led to the emergence of a new discipline

known as chemical biology, a unique discipline that harnesses the power of chemistry to deliver profound insights into biological

function and to develop solutions for life sciences, biotechnology, and human health. Providing a definition of a scientific discipline

is frequently a challenge, but giving a solid definition for chemical biology is close to impossible given that it is as diverse as the chem-

istry that inspires it and the biology that it examines. Despite these difficulties, one thing is certain—chemical biology is a recognized,

and rapidly growing, field of study.

We, and all the other Editors of Chemistry & Biology before us, have always felt that chemical biology is in the core of our interests

and of the community to whichwe are dedicated. But over the last few years, we began to realize that the journal’s name,Chemistry &

Biology, might not be effective in communicating our mission to publish, support, and promote chemical biology and to drive biology

and our ability to study it using chemical ingenuity forward. After a great deal of internal discussions and many conversations with

members of the chemical biology community, we decided to make a dramatic and bold move and transform Chemistry & Biology

into Cell Chemical Biology.

There are three main reasons for this change. Under the name of Cell Chemical Biology, we will be better aligned with the field we

are serving, chemical biology; we will be more clearly affiliated with the Cell Press brand and our sister journals such as Cell, Cell

Reports, Cancer Cell, Cell Metabolism, Molecular Cell, Cell Systems, Cell Host & Microbe, and others; and the new title will remove

ambiguity and confusion that some of our authors felt had been caused by Chemistry & Biology. With the new name comes a new

outlook, and we will use this change as an opportunity to guide the journal towards reporting findings of broader interest to a wider

community. We will work with our Editorial Board members, reviewers, authors, and all the members of chemical biology community

to implement more rigorous selection and evaluation criteria and to place emphasis on the significance of biological insights and on

chemical creativity and innovation. We want our authors to submit their best work toCell Chemical Biology and the reviewers to eval-

uate not only technical merit, but also the significance of the findings and the extent of conceptual advance.

In its core, the scope ofCell Chemical Biologywill remain focused on studies done at the interface of chemistry and biology, which,

because of the unique interplay and synergy between the two fields, will make advancements to our understanding of basic biological

processes that would otherwise be impossible. We expect that the details of our scope will continue to evolve and expand as the field

transforms and changes, but what we hope to achieve through the review and research articles we publish is to spark discussions

and inspire new research opportunities.

At the end, as in the beginning, it is all about the community, and for us that starts with our Editorial Board. Over the years,

Chemistry & Biology was always supported by an exceptional Editorial Board, and Cell Chemical Biology will continue this tradition.

Therefore, we are excited to introduce a significantly expanded Editorial Board that we feel is an excellent representation of the

diversity of ideas and research interests found in the chemical biology today. Our editorial board members serve as ambassadors

for the journal as well as the ambassadors of their community within the journal. They provide the Editors with policy advice, help

us with difficult editorial decisions, and keep us informed about the most exciting research developments in their field of inquiry

as well as the broader disciplines of chemical biology and related areas.

The first issue of Cell Chemical Biology is a Special Issue with review content highlighting some of the interesting research themes

from across the spectrum of chemical biology, folded under an umbrella concept of ‘‘Blue Sky Thinking in Chemical Biology.’’ We

wanted to use this special issue to set the stage for all of the exciting science we will be publishing for years and decades to

come. Building on this, we challenged ourselves and our Editorial Boardmembers to reach for the blue skies and answer the following

question: ‘‘what paper would you like to read in the January 2026 issue of Cell Chemical Biology?’’

We share the responses we received below, with the titles of 2026 papers and the people who wished to read them, and hope that

you will not only be amused and amazed, but that you will also be inspired tomake some of these wishes come true. We look forward

to seeing the results of these efforts in the pages of Cell Chemical Biology, and we hope that you are as excited as we are to be a part

of chemical biology and its chemistry-powered mission to explore the vast universe of biology.
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‘‘An Atomic Resolution Map of a Working Cell’’ (Bridget Carragher)

‘‘A Universal Method for Compound Target Identification’’ (James K. Chen)
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‘‘A Lego Kit of Biosynthetic Modules for Secondary Metabolite Production’’ (James K. Chen)

‘‘Quantitative Sequencing of Carbohydrate Modifications on Proteins’’ (James K. Chen)

‘‘Evolution of Smart Materials’’ (Jason Chin)

‘‘Mars Needs Histones’’ (Andrea G. Cochran)

‘‘Metabolomic Engineering: A Systems Biology Application of Large Scale Chemical Biology’’ (Craig M. Crews)

‘‘Antibiotic Resistance Conquered’’ (Zixin Deng)

‘‘Single Microbe as a Drug Bank: Opening the Treasure Hidden in the Crypts’’ (Zixin Deng)

‘‘Rapid Experimental Evolution of New Antibiotics’’ (Elke Dittmann)

‘‘A Synthetic Self-Replicating Proto-Cell’’ (Michael Famulok)

‘‘Synthesis of a Complete, Universal T Cell Genome Optimized for Engineering’’ (Michael Fischbach)

‘‘High Coverage Proteomics Dataset Collected Using a Smart Phone’’ (Jason Gestwicki)

‘‘Combined Genomic and Metabolic Profiling of Tumors Leads to the Development of an Efficient Personalized Targeted Thera-

peutic Approach’’ (Eyal Gottlieb)

‘‘Chemical Mind Biology’’ (Masatoshi Hagiwara)

‘‘Mirror Image Protein Synthesis’’ (Michael C. Jewett)

‘‘Incipient Speciation in a Synthetic Microbial Ecosystem’’ (Gerald F. Joyce)

‘‘Continuous Monitoring of Single-Cell RNA Expression during Hepatic Regeneration’’ (Gerald F. Joyce)

‘‘Discovery of Compounds that Prevent Neurodegeneration’’ (Thomas J. Kodadek)

‘‘Small Molecule PCR’’ (Luke Lavis)

‘‘First Fully Synthetic Living Cell’’ (Edward Lemke)

‘‘Ten Color Optogenetic Control of a Flying Drosophila’’ (Edward Lemke)

‘‘Small Molecule Cocktail Alters Cell Fate between Growth and Differentiation’’ (Jun Liu)

‘‘Metabolomic Engineering: A Systems Biology Application of Large Scale Chemical Biology’’ (Wen Liu)

‘‘Biology from Omic Landscape to Molecular Details’’ (Minkui Luo)

‘‘Precision Medicine: Localized Restoration of Chemical Imbalance in Disease Brain States’’ (Milka Kostic)

‘‘Single Cell Proteomes Reveal Disease and Drug Biomarkers in Humans’’ (Timothy J. Mitchison)

‘‘Nanomolar Affinity, High Selectivity Binding Partners for Any Biomolecule in 1 Day for under $100’’ (Timothy J. Mitchison)

‘‘Error-free Mutation Repair in Human Eggs (or ..Neurons)’’ (Timothy J. Mitchison)

‘‘Accurate Prediction of Protein Sub-cellular Localization across a Newly Sequenced Genome’’ (Timothy J. Mitchison)

‘‘On-Chip Measurement of 1000 Urine Biomolecules Allows Accurate Diagnosis of Early Stage Cancers’’ (Timothy J. Mitchison)

‘‘New Probes for Non-invasive Imaging of Mycobacterium tuberculosis in Latently Infected Humans’’ (Valerie Mizrahi)

‘‘A 2 Week Cure for Tuberculosis’’ (Valerie Mizrahi)

‘‘Visualizing Metallation and Mismetallation of Proteins in Live Cells’’ (Elizabeth M. Nolan)

‘‘Small Molecule Inhibitors of Muscle Atrophy and Memory Loss in the Aging Male’’ (Randall Peterson)

‘‘Polyketide Synthesis and Elaboration by a Remodeled Translation Apparatus’’ (Alanna Schepartz)

‘‘Reprogramming the Cellular Glycome Based on Rapid Glycan Sequencing and Synthesis’’ (Peter Seeberger)

‘‘Protein PCR’’ (Kevan Shokat)

‘‘De Novo Evolution of Entirely New Catalytic Function by Protein Enzymes’’ (Scott K. Silverman)

‘‘Biochemistry of First Living Isolate from Mars’’ (Brent Stockwell)

‘‘Rationally Designed Kampo Medicine’’ (Motonari Uesugi)

‘‘A Success Story on the Discovery and Development of Novel Antibiotics for the Clinical Treatment of Multi-Drug-Resistant

Pathogens’’ (Tilmann Weber)

‘‘A Small-Molecule Ligand for Every Protein in the Proteome’’ (Eranthie Weerapana)

‘‘Highly Potent, Selective and Non-protein Binding Small Molecules Targeting RNA’’ (Herbert Waldmann)

‘‘Small Molecules as Big Players in Immuno-Oncology’’ (Herbert Wladmann)

‘‘Bioinformatic Tools to Extract More Information out of the Plethora of Primary Data’’ (Wolfgang Wohlleben)

‘‘Chemical Biology of the Gram-Negative Envelope; In Particular, How to Breach It with Small Molecules’’ (Gerard D. Wright)

‘‘Combinatorial Biosynthesis of Polyketides and Non-Ribosomal Peptides Comes True’’ (Wenjun Zhang)
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